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From Visual Surveillance to Internet of Things
The World Health Organization in 2004 estimated approximately 1.1 billion people did not have access to clean water and
that 35% of Third World residents died from water-borne illnesses. While the situation is grim, recent advances strongly
indicate that many of the current water quality problems can be addresses – and potentially resolved – using
nanotechnology. Nanotechnology is already having a dramatic impact on research in water quality and Nanotechnology
Applications for Clean Water highlights both the challenges and the opportunities for nanotechnology to positively influence
this area of environmental protection. Here you will find detailed information on breakthroughs, cutting edge technologies,
current research, and future trends that may affect acceptance of widespread applications. The first four parts of the book
cover specific topics including using nanotechnology for clean drinking water in both large scale water treatment plants and
in point-of-use systems. For instance, recent advances show that many of the current problems involving water quality can
be addressed using nanosorbents, nanocatalysts, bioactive nanoparticles, nanostructured catalytic membranes, and
nanoparticle enhanced filtration. The book also discusses existing technologies and future potential for groundwater
remediation, pollution prevention, and sensors. The final part discusses the inherent societal implications that may affect
acceptance of widespread applications. Over 80 leading experts from around the world share their wealth of knowledge in
this truly unique reference. Institutions such as Center for the Purification of Water and Systems (Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaPage 1/18
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Champaign); UCLA Water Technology Center; Carnegie Mellon University, University of Kentucky; The University of Western
Ontario; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; National Institute for Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan),
Munasinghe Institute for Development (Sri Lanka) and the Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars are just a few of the
knowledge centers represented in this book. Water quality is a serious, global issue in which government bodies and
scientific communities face many challenges in ensuring clean water is available to everyone. Nanotechnology is already
showing dramatic results, and this book is an attempt to share current technologies and future possibilities in reaching this
goal. From the Foreword: "Researchers and practitioners may find in this volume, key challenges regarding clean water
resources. The presentations may crystallize new research and education programs." - Mihail Roco, U.S. National Science
Foundation and U.S. Nanotechnology Initiative • Contributors from the US, India, Canada, Japan, UK, Sri Lanka, and South
Africa • Provides detailed information on breakthroughs, cutting edge technologies, current research, and future trends that
may affect acceptance of widespread applications • Covers specific topics including using nanotechnology for clean
drinking water in both large scale water treatment plants and in point-of-use systems. • Discusses existing technologies and
future potential for groundwater remediation, pollution prevention, and sensors • Highlights both the challenges and the
opportunities for nanotechnology to positively influence this area of environmental protection.

Cooperative Management of Enterprise Networks
1. Available from Praveshika and classes 1 to 8, follows CBSE curriculum 2. Based on the concept ' How to study and why to
study' 3. Index page introduces Learning Objective, Skill Development, Value Education and Learning Outcome of each
chapter 4. Walkthrough Pages gives a picture of all the features of the book 5. Lesson begins with Chapter Introduction in
classes 1 to 5. 6. Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills (LSRW) are well developed through exercises 7. Chapter
recall through Mind Map 8. Language Development through Subject Enrichment activities 9. Teacher's manual with Lesson
Plans and Answers of the Questions given in the book 10. Digital content with e-book having Chapter Animation, Interactive
Activities, Word-meanings, Synonym, Antonym, Vocabulary and Test Generator, Websupport having additional worksheets

Abhivyakti Hindi Pathmala – 7
A comprehensive practical guide that walks you through the multiple stages of data management in enterprise and gives
you numerous design patterns with appropriate code examples to solve frequent problems in each of these stages. The
chapters are organized to mimick the sequential data flow evidenced in Analytics platforms, but they can also be read
independently to solve a particular group of problems in the Big Data life cycle. If you are an experienced developer who is
already familiar with Pig and is looking for a use case standpoint where they can relate to the problems of data ingestion,
profiling, cleansing, transforming, and egressing data encountered in the enterprises. Knowledge of Hadoop and Pig is
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necessary for readers to grasp the intricacies of Pig design patterns better.

Oswaal ISC Question Bank Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers, Class 12, Computer
Science (For 2021 Exam)
The role of small hydropower is becoming increasingly important on a global level. Increasing energy demand and
environmental awareness has further triggered research and development into sustainable low-cost technologies. In
developing countries, particularly in rural areas, the possibility of local power generation could considerably improve living
conditions. With this in mind, the development of a next generation low-head hydropower machines was subject of
investigation in the EU-project HYLOW. Being part of the research lines of that project, this thesis presents a numerical
modelling approach to improve the design of machines like water wheels for increased hydraulic efficiency. Nowadays,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) enables numerical models to be quite accurate and incorporate physical complexities
like free surfaces and rotating machines. The results of the CFD simulations carried out in this research show that a change
in blade geometry can result in higher torque levels, thereby increasing performance. Numerical simulations also enabled to
determine the optimal wheel-width to channel-width ratio and further improve performance by modifying the channel bed
conditions upstream and downstream of the water wheel. With a power rating in the low kilowatt range, low-head
hydropower machines like optimised water wheels seem to have a clear potential for small-scale energy generation,
thereby contributing to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals by providing local energy solutions.

Renewable Energy Integration
Introduction to nanofluids--their properties, synthesis, characterization, and applications Nanofluids are attracting a great
deal of interest with their enormous potential to provide enhanced performance properties, particularly with respect to heat
transfer. In response, this text takes you on a complete journey into the science and technology of nanofluids. The authors
cover both the chemical and physical methods for synthesizing nanofluids, explaining the techniques for creating a stable
suspension of nanoparticles. You get an overview of the existing models and experimental techniques used in studying
nanofluids, alongside discussions of the challenges and problems associated with some of these models. Next, the authors
set forth and explain the heat transfer applications of nanofluids, including microelectronics, fuel cells, and hybrid-powered
engines. You also get an introduction to possible future applications in large-scale cooling and biomedicine. This book is the
work of leading pioneers in the field, one of whom holds the first U.S. patent for nanofluids. They have combined their own
first-hand knowledge with a thorough review of theliterature. Among the key topics are: * Synthesis of nanofluids, including
dispersion techniques and characterization methods * Thermal conductivity and thermo-physical properties * Theoretical
models and experimental techniques * Heat transfer applications in microelectronics, fuel cells, and vehicle engines This
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text is written for researchers in any branch of science and technology, without any prerequisite.It therefore includes some
basic information describing conduction, convection, and boiling of nanofluids for those readers who may not have
adequate background in these areas. Regardless of your background, you'll learn to develop nanofluids not only as
coolants, but also for a host ofnew applications on the horizon.

AI for Marketing and Product Innovation
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our children of
tomorrow. With this vision, CISCE has yet again updated and released its curriculum for the upcoming Academic Year. With
all the refreshing changes and updates, the way ahead looks exciting for students and teachers alike! We at Oswaal Books,
are also extremely upbeat about the recent changes. We have made every possible effort to incorporate all these changes
in our books for the coming Academic Year. Questions incorporated in this book follow the latest syllabus, pattern and
marking guidelines of the Council to guide the candidates to answer with precision. This will help students to get familiar
with the examination techniques. These Question banks are available for all important subjects like Maths, English Paper 1
& 2, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, History, Computer Science & Economics. We at Oswaal Books never try to teach our
readers. We on the other hand, provide them the conditions in which they can learn and train their mind to think! After all
Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one learned in school. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: SelfStudy Mode ISC Chapter wise/Topic wise 10 years’ Solved papers ISC Previous 10 years’ Examination Questions to facilitate
better understanding Exam Preparatory Material Latest Solved paper with Handwritten Topper’s Answers Answers from ISC
Marking Scheme -2018 with detailed explanations as per the word limit for perfection in answering final exam questions
Board Examiner comments and answering tips for clearer thinking. Suggestions for Students to score full marks in Exams
Topics and concepts found difficult by students All-in -one Chapter wise & Topic wise introduction to enable quick revision
Mind Maps for improved learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CISCE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CISCE curriculum and examination specifications for Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 12 Latest Typology OF Questions
Latest typology of questions are included as per the latest design of the question paper issued by CISCE Hybrid Learning
Suggested videos for digital learning About Oswaal Books: We feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books has
been awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand 2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible only because of your
trust and love for us. Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet highly
exam-oriented content, we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals
with a keen interest in education and topper students from the length and breadth of the country, together form the
coveted Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a keen eye for details that the content in each
offering meets the need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in every student’s heart!
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Madhup Hindi Pathmala – 8
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of writing this series is to
help students understand difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy language. The ebook version does not
contain CD.

Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions Guide
The Science and Engineering of Materials, Third Edition, continues the general theme of the earlier editions in providing an
understanding of the relationship between structure, processing, and properties of materials. This text is intended for use
by students of engineering rather than materials, at first degree level who have completed prerequisites in chemistry,
physics, and mathematics. The author assumes these stu dents will have had little or no exposure to engineering sciences
such as statics, dynamics, and mechanics. The material presented here admittedly cannot and should not be covered in a
one-semester course. By selecting the appropriate topics, however, the instructor can emphasise metals, provide a general
overview of materials, concentrate on mechani cal behaviour, or focus on physical properties. Additionally, the text provides
the student with a useful reference for accompanying courses in manufacturing, design, or materials selection. In an
introductory, survey text such as this, complex and comprehensive design problems cannot be realistically introduced
because materials design and selection rely on many factors that come later in the student's curriculum. To introduce the
student to elements of design, however, more than 100 examples dealing with materials selection and design
considerations are included in this edition.

Optimal Calibration, Uncertainty Assessment, and Long-term Monitoring Using
Computationally Expensive Groundwater Models
Journal of Economic Literature
"Glorious."—Wall Street Journal Rescued from obscurity, Feynman's Lost Lecture is a blessing for all Feynman followers.
Most know Richard Feynman for the hilarious anecdotes and exploits in his best-selling books "Surely You're Joking, Mr.
Feynman!" and "What Do You Care What Other People Think?" But not always obvious in those stories was his brilliance as
a pure scientist—one of the century's greatest physicists. With this book and CD, we hear the voice of the great Feynman in
all his ingenuity, insight, and acumen for argument. This breathtaking lecture—"The Motion of the Planets Around the
Sun"—uses nothing more advanced than high-school geometry to explain why the planets orbit the sun elliptically rather
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than in perfect circles, and conclusively demonstrates the astonishing fact that has mystified and intrigued thinkers since
Newton: Nature obeys mathematics. David and Judith Goodstein give us a beautifully written short memoir of life with
Feynman, provide meticulous commentary on the lecture itself, and relate the exciting story of their effort to chase down
one of Feynman's most original and scintillating lectures.

Mathematical Reviews
From Visual Surveillance to Internet of Things: Technology and Applications is an invaluable resource for students,
academicians and researchers to explore the utilization of Internet of Things with visual surveillance and its underlying
technologies in different application areas. Using a series of present and future applications – business insights, indooroutdoor securities, smart grids, human detection and tracking, intelligent traffic monitoring, e-health department and many
more – this book will support readers to obtain a deeper knowledge in implementing IoT with visual surveillance. The book
offers comprehensive coverage of the most essential topics, including: The rise of machines and communications to IoT
(3G, 5G) Tools and technologies of IoT with visual surveillance IoT with visual surveillance for real-time applications IoT
architectures Challenging issues and novel solutions for realistic applications Mining and tracking of motion-based object
data Image processing and analysis into the unified framework to understand both IOT and computer vision applications
This book will be an ideal resource for IT professionals, researchers, under- or post-graduate students, practitioners, and
technology developers who are interested in gaining a deeper knowledge in implementing IoT with visual surveillance,
critical applications domains, technologies, and solutions to handle relevant challenges. Dr. Lavanya Sharma is an Assistant
Professor in the Amity Institute of Information Technology at Amity University UP, Noida, India. She is a recipient of several
prestigious awards during her academic career. She is an active nationally-recognized researcher who has published
numerous papers in her field. She has contributed as an Organizing Committee member and session chair at Springer and
IEEE conferences. Prof. Pradeep K. Garg worked as a Vice Chancellor, Uttarakhand Technical University, Dehradun.
Presently he is working in the department of Civil Engineering, IIT Roorkee as a professor. Prof. Garg has published more
than 300 technical papers in national and international conferences and journals. He has completed 26 research projects
funded by various government agencies, guided 27 PhD candidates, and provided technical services to 84 consultancy
projects on various aspects of Civil Engineering.

Abhivyakti Hindi Pathmala – 6
Stochastic Processes
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The second edition of this book is a response to the fact that today BAs are expected to not merely help in gathering
requirement for software, but solve real-world business problems, act as design thinkers and innovators, architects, drive
process, and business transformation, and become ‘trusted advisors’ to managements—while leveraging their core strength
in Information Technology. If the earlier edition was the first book on the subject—this edition takes the subject to the next
level by preparing a BA to become a design thinker! An architect/design thinker usually views any problem from multiple
perspectives. This edition, has therefore, been structured such that most of the chapters represent a distinct view-point
about a problem space, business area or a process. Divided into five sections, the book delves onto three important aspects
of Business Analysis—Processes, Information and Systems. The external enterprise context, competitiveness and strategy;
internal enterprise context; flow perspective; information perspective; decision/business rules perspective; dynamic
perspective; innovation and human perspective and technology perspective are some of the key view-points described in
the chapters. Each of these perspectives are covered by way of conceptual framework, real-life illustrations and practical
tips for a BA. With the help of a comprehensive cases, this edition guides the BA to synthesize these discrete perspectives,
and propose meaningful solutions to the organization. In doing this, the book also explains the core artifacts which a BA
produces, viz. Requirements Documents, Estimation and Business Cases. The book is designed for the aspiring Business
Analysts and IT Managers/CIOs. Besides, the book will be equally beneficial for the students opting for the courses on MIS,
Systems Analysis and Design, MBA, MCA and Business Process Analysis.

Green and Smart Technologies for Smart Cities
This definitive textbook provides a solid introduction to discrete and continuous stochastic processes, tackling a complex
field in a way that instils a deep understanding of the relevant mathematical principles, and develops an intuitive grasp of
the way these principles can be applied to modelling real-world systems. It includes a careful review of elementary
probability and detailed coverage of Poisson, Gaussian and Markov processes with richly varied queuing applications. The
theory and applications of inference, hypothesis testing, estimation, random walks, large deviations, martingales and
investments are developed. Written by one of the world's leading information theorists, evolving over twenty years of
graduate classroom teaching and enriched by over 300 exercises, this is an exceptional resource for anyone looking to
develop their understanding of stochastic processes.

Advances in Water Purification Techniques
This text provides students with a solid understanding of the relationship between the structure, processing, and properties
of materials. Authors Donald Askeland and Pradeep Fulay teach the fundamental concepts of atomic structure and
materials behaviors and clearly link them to the materials issues that students will have to deal with when they enter the
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industry or graduate school (e.g. design of structures, selection of materials, or materials failures). While presenting
fundamental concepts and linking them to practical applications, the authors emphasize the necessary basics without
overwhelming the students with too much of the underlying chemistry or physics. The book covers fundamentals in an
integrated approach that emphasizes applications of new technologies that engineered materials enable. New and
interdisciplinary developments in materials field such as nanomaterials, smart materials, micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS)
systems, and biomaterials are also discussed. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Pradeep's Fundamental Physics Class XI 2011-12 2V.
If You Understand Brain Basics, You'll Sell More As much as 95% of our decisions are made by the subconscious mind. As a
result, the world's largest and most sophisticated companies are applying the latest advances in neuroscience to create
brands, products, package designs, marketing campaigns, store environments, and much more, that are designed to appeal
directly and powerfully to our brains. The Buying Brain offers an in-depth exploration of how cutting-edge neuroscience is
having an impact on how we make, buy, sell, and enjoy everything, and also probes deeper questions on how this new
knowledge can enhance customers' lives. The Buying Brain gives you the key to • Brain-friendly product concepts, design,
prototypes, and formulation • Highly effective packaging, pricing, advertising, and in-store marketing • Building stronger
brands that attract deeper consumer loyalty A highly readable guide to some of today's most amazing scientific findings,
The Buying Brain is your guide to the ultimate business frontier - the human brain.

The Strategy Pathfinder
Existing methods for calibration of computationally expensive environmental models and assessing the impacts of
parametric uncertainty require a large number of simulations of the model. This dissertation focuses on developing efficient
methods that use function approximation (FA) for automatic calibration and uncertainty assessment. These methods are
applied to DECHLOR, a computationally expensive model for the engineered bioremediation of chlorinated ethenes in
ground-water. Two FA algorithms were compared with population- and non-population-based heuristic methods and a
traditional, derivative-based nonlinear optimization method for automatic calibration of parameters for hypothetical and
real cases of engineered bioremediation of chlorinated ethenes. Results from independent optimization trials showed that
the FA methods considered in this work outperformed heuristic and derivative-based methods for the cases considered.
Field-specific identification of parameters was carried out using DECHLOR to model the treatability test data from a TCE
contaminated site. For this site, parameters estimated from laboratory microcosms did not explain the field degradation
processes. Subsequently, field-specific calibration was demonstrated using DECHLOR. A new method is presented - namely
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automatic calibration and uncertainty assessment using response surfaces (ACUARS), which uses the results of functionapproximation-based automatic calibration for assessing the impacts of parametric uncertainty. Importance weights that
are corrected for clustering are assigned to the parameters explored during automatic calibration and subsequently used in
uncertainty assessment. ACUARS outperformed the generalized likelihood uncertainty assessment (GLUE) method in two
hypothetical engineered bioremediation examples. ACUARS was much more efficient than GLUE in identifying acceptable
samples for a given calibration threshold and also enabled the use of a more stringent acceptability threshold. Thus,
ACUARS reduced the uncertainty in model outputs. A new methodology is presented for automatic calibration and
uncertainty assessment using FA optimization and Bayesian inference. FA algorithm is used to maximize the log-likelihood
and subsequently provide a response surface for the log-likelihood which acts as a surrogate in numerical Bayesian
sampling of the posterior distribution. A new method that combines contaminant transport modeling, geostatistical
simulation and myopic heuristic optimization with an error-reducing search neighborhood is presented for identifying
optimal design for long-term monitoring of multiple contaminants over multiple time periods under uncertain
hydrogeological conditions.

Madhup Hindi Pathmala – 6
1. Available from classes 1 to 8 for ICSE Board only. 2. Index page introduces Lesson Objective, Skill Development, Value
Education and Subject enrichment 3. Walkthrough page gives a glimpse of the book 4. Chapter Introduction in classes 1 to
5 5. Learning Objective and Learning Outcome in each chapter 6. Skill development through exercises on Listening,
Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) 7. Subject enrichment through creative activities 8. Chapter Recapitulation through
Mind Map 9. Additional Reading material to inculcate reading habits among children 10. QR Code is given at the end of the
book for chapter animation 11. Teacher's manual with Lesson Plans, Sample Test papers and answers of the questions
given in the textbook 12. E-book with chapter animation, voice-over, activities, short answer questions, synonyms,
antonyms and Test Generator 13. Websupport with additional worksheets

Nanofluids
1. Available from Praveshika and classes 1 to 8, follows CBSE curriculum 2. Based on the concept ' How to study and why to
study' 3. Index page introduces Learning Objective, Skill Development, Value Education and Learning Outcome of each
chapter 4. Walkthrough Pages gives a picture of all the features of the book 5. Lesson begins with Chapter Introduction in
classes 1 to 5. 6. Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills (LSRW) are well developed through exercises 7. Chapter
recall through Mind Map 8. Language Development through Subject Enrichment activities 9. Teacher's manual with Lesson
Plans and Answers of the Questions given in the book 10. Digital content with e-book having Chapter Animation, Interactive
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Activities, Word-meanings, Synonym, Antonym, Vocabulary and Test Generator, Websupport having additional worksheets

Distillation Dynamics and Control
Nano
1. Available from Praveshika and classes 1 to 8, follows CBSE curriculum 2. Based on the concept ' How to study and why to
study' 3. Index page introduces Learning Objective, Skill Development, Value Education and Learning Outcome of each
chapter 4. Walkthrough Pages gives a picture of all the features of the book 5. Lesson begins with Chapter Introduction in
classes 1 to 5. 6. Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills (LSRW) are well developed through exercises 7. Chapter
recall through Mind Map 8. Language Development through Subject Enrichment activities 9. Teacher's manual with Lesson
Plans and Answers of the Questions given in the book 10. Digital content with e-book having Chapter Animation, Interactive
Activities, Word-meanings, Synonym, Antonym, Vocabulary and Test Generator, Websupport having additional worksheets

Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
Nanosensors for Smart Cities covers the fundamental design concepts and emerging applications of nanosensors for the
creation of smart city infrastructures. Examples of major applications include logistics management, where nanosensors
could be used in active transport tracking devices for smart tracking and tracing, and in agri-food productions, where
nanosensors are used in nanochips for identity, and food inspection, and smart storage. This book is essential reading for
researchers working in the field of advanced sensors technology, smart city technology and nanotechnology, and
stakeholders involved in city management. Nanomaterials based sensors (nanosensors) can offer many advantages over
their microcounterparts, including lower power consumption, high sensitivity, lower concentration of analytes, and smaller
interaction distance between object and sensor. With the support of artificial intelligence (AI) tools, such as fuzzy logic,
genetic algorithms, neural networks, and ambient-intelligence, sensor systems are becoming smarter. Provides information
on the fabrication and fundamental design concepts of nanosensors for intelligent systems Explores how nanosensors are
being used to better monitor and maintain infrastructure services, including street lighting, traffic management and
pollution control Assesses the challenges for creating nanomaterials-enhanced sensors for mass-market consumer products

NEET Physics Question Bank Based on Previous Papers
Advances in Water Purification Techniques: Meeting the Needs of Developed and Developing Countries provides a variety of
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approaches to water purification that can help assist readers with their research and applications. Water contamination
problems occur frequently worldwide, hence the most updated knowledge on water purification systems can be helpful in
employing the right type of filter or other mechanism of decontamination. The problems with arsenic contamination of
water in Bangladesh and the lead problem in Flint, Michigan remind us of the need to monitor water pollution rigorously,
from both point and non-point sources. Provides a valuable resource on how to solve water contamination problems or
develop new approaches to water purification Presents advanced methods for monitoring water contamination Describes
various approaches to water purification Encourages new developments in water purification techniques Includes methods
for assessing and monitoring environmental contaminants Covers recent advancement in molecular techniques

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
Fundamentals of Inorganic Chemistry for Competitive Examinations is the signature compilation of the class tested notes of
iconic chemistry coach Ananya Ganguly,. It features the unique teaching methodology of the author and her authoritative
approach in the teaching of concepts, their application and strategy to champion the IITJEE high task. Each chapter unfolds
the structured, systematic and patterned chemistry concepts in lucid and student friendly approach. The book is without
those unnecessary frills that make the bulk in other popular books in the market for the IIT JEE. An indispensible must have
for in-depth comprehension of chemistry for the coveted IIT JEE.

Nanosensors for Smart Cities
Everything changed for Pradeep K. Berry on February 28, 2015. That was the day his wife of forty-one years, Constance A.
“Connie” Berry, died. He’s been mourning ever since, and he seeks to cope with his loss in this tribute to his beloved
spouse. In My Connie, he celebrates their love—a love that would have never happened if he hadn’t left India to go to the
United States. He only had seven dollars at the time, and he could not have dreamed that he’d meet a beautiful, intelligent,
American wife. The author’s family embraced Connie as soon as they realized she was polite, smart, and self-made. In short
order, she became the star of the family. Berry lovingly describes Connie’s qualities, character, and ethics as well as her
professional career. He observes that even though he’s been in tremendous pain since she died, he would have never had
such a long and happy marriage if he and Connie had not loved each other so much. Connie and Pradeep, both consider
themselves as two bodies and one soul. Now, Pradeep is hoping that they will be again two bodies and one soul in the next
life. Join the author as he shares lessons on enjoying a happy marriage and honors the woman who made his dreams come
true. His only hope is to make some difference in other woman’s lives and how their husband can make a difference in their
lives.
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The Science and Engineering of Materials
1. Available from classes 1 to 8 for ICSE Board only. 2. Index page introduces Lesson Objective, Skill Development, Value
Education and Subject enrichment 3. Walkthrough page gives a glimpse of the book 4. Chapter Introduction in classes 1 to
5 5. Learning Objective and Learning Outcome in each chapter 6. Skill development through exercises on Listening,
Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) 7. Subject enrichment through creative activities 8. Chapter Recapitulation through
Mind Map 9. Additional Reading material to inculcate reading habits among children 10. QR Code is given at the end of the
book for chapter animation 11. Teacher's manual with Lesson Plans, Sample Test papers and answers of the questions
given in the textbook 12. E-book with chapter animation, voice-over, activities, short answer questions, synonyms,
antonyms and Test Generator 13. Websupport with additional worksheets

Low Head Hydropower for Local Energy Solutions
Get on board the next massive marketing revolution AI for Marketing and Product Innovation offers creatives and marketing
professionals a non-tech guide to artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)—twin technologies that stand poised
to revolutionize the way we sell. The future is here, and we are in the thick of it; AI and ML are already in our lives every
day, whether we know it or not. The technology continues to evolve and grow, but the capabilities that make these tools
world-changing for marketers are already here—whether we use them or not. This book helps you lean into the curve and
take advantage of AI’s unparalleled and rapidly expanding power. More than a simple primer on the technology, this book
goes beyond the “what” to show you the “how”: How do we use AI and ML in ways that speak to the human spirit? How to
we translate cold technological innovation into creative tools that forge deep human connections? Written by a team of
experts at the intersection of neuroscience, technology, and marketing, this book shows you the ins and outs of these
groundbreaking technological tools. Understand AI and ML technology in layman’s terms Harness the twin technologies
unparalleled power to transform marketing Learn which skills and resources you need to use AI and ML effectively Employ
AI and ML in ways that resonate meaningfully with customers Learn practical examples of how to reinvest product
innovation, brand building, targeted marketing and media measurement to connect with people and enhance ROI Discover
the true impact of AI and ML from real-world examples, and learn the thinking, best practices, and metrics you need to
capture this lightning and take the next massive leap in the evolution of customer connection. AI for Marketing and Product
Innovation shows you everything you need to know to get on board.

Fundamentals of Inorganic Chemistry for Competitive Examinations
1. Available from classes 1 to 8 for ICSE Board only. 2. Index page introduces Lesson Objective, Skill Development, Value
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Education and Subject enrichment 3. Walkthrough page gives a glimpse of the book 4. Chapter Introduction in classes 1 to
5 5. Learning Objective and Learning Outcome in each chapter 6. Skill development through exercises on Listening,
Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) 7. Subject enrichment through creative activities 8. Chapter Recapitulation through
Mind Map 9. Additional Reading material to inculcate reading habits among children 10. QR Code is given at the end of the
book for chapter animation 11. Teacher's manual with Lesson Plans, Sample Test papers and answers of the questions
given in the textbook 12. E-book with chapter animation, voice-over, activities, short answer questions, synonyms,
antonyms and Test Generator 13. Websupport with additional worksheets

Numerical Chemistry
Real-world strategic management practice in an interactive micro-case format The Strategy Pathfinder presents an
innovative, dynamic guide to strategic thinking and practice. Using real-world case examples from companies like Apple,
the BBC, Hyundai, LEGO, McDonalds, Nike and SpaceX to illustrate critical concepts, this book enables readers to actively
participate in real-world strategy dilemmas and create their own solutions. Strategy Pathfinder’s ‘live’ micro-cases provoke
discussion about business models, value creation, new ventures and more, while its complimentary instructional content
introduces you to the best ‘classic’ and new tools of strategic management. Rather than passively reproducing past and
current ideas, Strategy Pathfinder encourages strategic thinkers to learn by doing. The book is designed to help the reader
to develop a clear understanding of key concepts while shifting your thought processes towards real strategic action and
innovation by enabling you to: Use strategy theories and frameworks to engage in analytical and creative discussions about
key strategic issues facing real companies today Form strategic views for yourself, and test them against the views of
others Effectively make and communicate recommendations based on solid strategic analysis that stand up to scrutiny from
multiple stakeholders Become an active producer of new strategic ideas rather than a passive receiver of past wisdom This
third edition has been updated with new chapters and cases to reflect the latest, cutting-edge issues in strategic thinking
and practice. And the updated companion website offers students, instructors and managers more resources to facilitate
understanding, interaction and innovation. As an active learning experience, The Strategy Pathfinder 3rd Edition engages
the reader in the work of strategy practitioners. By arming you with the empirical research you need, and the best strategic
management theories and frameworks to better analyse situations you're likely to encounter or already facing in your
career, The Strategy Pathfinder teaches you how to improve your strategic thinking and practice, and develop your own
strategic pathways for the future.

The Buying Brain
This book presents different aspects of renewable energy integration, from the latest developments in renewable energy
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technologies to the currently growing smart grids. The importance of different renewable energy sources is discussed, in
order to identify the advantages and challenges for each technology. The rules of connecting the renewable energy sources
have also been covered along with practical examples. Since solar and wind energy are the most popular forms of
renewable energy sources, this book provides the challenges of integrating these renewable generators along with some
innovative solutions. As the complexity of power system operation has been raised due to the renewable energy
integration, this book also includes some analysis to investigate the characteristics of power systems in a smarter way. This
book is intended for those working in the area of renewable energy integration in distribution networks.

Integrated Management from E-Business Perspective
NEET Physics Question Bank Based on Previous Papers neet 20 physics previous years solved papers, neet 3 years
chapterwise topicwise papers, neet mtg arihant neet dishaajay mohan dr ali, neet biology chemistry physics explorer, neet
by dc pandey pradeep bm sharma cp singh, neet guide books mc graw hill pearson champion,

The Science and Engineering of Materials
Madhup Hindi Pathmala – 7
E-Business covers a broad spectrum of businesses based on the Internet, including e-commerce, e-healthcare, egovernment and e tailing. While substantial attention is being given to the planning and development of e-business
applications, the efficiency and effectiveness of e-business systems will largely depend on management solutions. These
management solutions demand a good grasp of both the technical and business perspectives of an e-business service.
There have been many books on the Internet based on e-commerce, Internet protocols, distributed components etc.
However, none of these books address the problem of managing e business as a set of networked services. They do not link
enterprise management with network and systems management. This book provides an overview of the emerging
techniques for IT service management from a business perspective with case studies from telecommunication and
healthcare sectors. It integrates the business perspective with relevant technical standards, such as SNMP, WBEM and DMI.
This book presents some concepts and methodologies that enable the development of effective and efficient management
systems for networked services. The book is intended to familiarize practicing managers, engineers, and graduate level
students with networked service management concepts, architectures and methodologies with reference to evolving
standards. It should be useful in a number of disciplines, such as business management, information systems, computers
and networking, and telecommunications. Appendix 2 is based on TeleManagement (TM) Forum's documents on TOM
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(GB921,GB910 and GB908). While this appendix has explained the basic management concept of an e-telco, TMForum now
recommends the use of eTOM as explained in www.tmforum.com. An overview of eTOM is available in the report The
TeleManagement Forum's enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM) by Michael Kelly appearing in the Journal of Network
and Systems Management in March 2003.

Pig Design Patterns
Master the Fundamentals of Nanotechnology to Prepare for Nano-Related Career Opportunities If you want to move into the
fast-growing field of nanotechnology, you can't afford to miss Nano--The Essentials. This career-building resource offers a
rigorous, technological introduction to the fundamentals of nanotechnology, providing everything you need to enter this
burgeoning discipline and prepare for nano-related jobs. Packed with over 100 detailed illustrations and lots of practical
work-related advice, the book covers the experimental tools of nanotechnology, the basics of nanomaterials, and key
applications in fields such as nanosensors, nanobiology, nanomedicine, and nanomachines. This on-target guide takes
readers step-by-step through the manipulation of materials in the nanoscale fullerenescarbon nanotubesself-assembled
nanolayers gas-phase clustersmonolayer-protected metal nanoparticlescore-shell nanoparticlesand much more.
Comprehensive and easy-to-understand, Nano--The Essentials features: A solid introduction to the fundamentals of
nanomaterials Full details on the experimental tools used in nanotechnology The latest advances in nanobiology and
nanomedicine Breakthroughs in the development of nanosensors Cutting-edge innovations in molecular nanomachines
Inside this Expert Introduction to the Basics of Nanotechnology • Introduction • Manipulating Materials in the Nanoscale •
Fullerenes • Carbon Nanotubes • Self-Assembled Nanolayers • Gas-Phase Clusters • Semiconductor Quantum Dots •
Monolayer-Protected Metal Nanoparticles • Core-Shell Nanoparticles • Nanoshells • Nanobiology • Nanosensors •
Nanomedicines • Molecular Nanomachines • Nanotribology • Societal Implications

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
The book starts with an overview of the role of cities in climate change and environmental pollution worldwide, followed by
the concept description of smart cities and their expected features, focusing on green technology innovation. This book
explores the energy management strategies required to minimize the need for huge investments in high-capacity
transmission lines from distant power plants. A new range of renewable energy technologies modified for installation in
cities like small wind turbines, micro-CHP and heat pumps are described. The overall objective of this book is to explore all
the green and smart technologies for designing green smart cities.

Abhivyakti Hindi Pathmala – 8
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Enterprises all over the world are experiencing a rapid development of networked computing for applications that are
required for the daily survival of an organization. Client-server computing offers great potential for cost-effective networked
computing. However, many organizations have now learned that the cost of maintenance and support of these networked
distributed systems far exceeds the cost of buying them. Computer Supported Creative Work (CSCW) is the new evolving
area that promotes the understanding of business processes and relevant communication technologies. Cooperative
Management of Enterprise Networks uses CSCW as the medium for conveying ideas on the integration of business
processes with network and systems management. This book will be useful for systems management professionals wishing
to know about business process integration; business managers wishing to integrate their tasks with network/systems
management; software system developers wishing to adopt participatory design practices; and students and researchers.

Essentials of Materials Science & Engineering
Nanotechnology Applications for Clean Water
This book offers a full account of thermodynamic systems in chemical engineering. It provides a solid understanding of the
basic concepts of the laws of thermodynamics as well as their applications with a thorough discussion of phase and
chemical reaction equilibria. At the outset the text explains the various key terms of thermodynamics with suitable
examples and then thoroughly deals with the virial and cubic equations of state by showing the P-V-T (pressure, molar
volume and temperature) relation of fluids. It elaborates on the first and second laws of thermodynamics and their
applications with the help of numerous engineering examples. The text further discusses the concepts of exergy, standard
property changes of chemical reactions, thermodynamic property relations and fugacity. The book also includes detailed
discussions on residual and excess properties of mixtures, various activity coefficient models, local composition models,
and group contribution methods. In addition, the text focuses on vapour-liquid and other phase equilibrium calculations,
and analyzes chemical reaction equilibria and adiabatic reaction temperature for systems with complete and incomplete
conversion of reactants. key Features  Includes a large number of fully worked-out examples to help students master the
concepts discussed.  Provides well-graded problems with answers at the end of each chapter to test and foster students’
conceptual understanding of the subject. The total number of solved examples and end-chapter exercises in the book are
over 600.  Contains chapter summaries that review the major concepts covered. The book is primarily designed for the
undergraduate students of chemical engineering and its related disciplines such as petroleum engineering and polymer
engineering. It can also be useful to professionals. The Solution Manual containing the complete worked-out solutions to
chapter-end exercises and problems is available for instructors.
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My Connie
CD-ROM contains: "CaRlne Crystallography 3.1 for Students and the Materials Science Multimedia Supplement."

Feynman's Lost Lecture
Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions Guide shows you how to integrate Cisco Unity with Cisco IP-based communication
solutions, including Cisco CallManager. Part I introduces you to the Cisco Unity architecture and teaches you about the
Cisco Unity feature set. Part II helps you design and deploy a unified message solution with Cisco Unity, and Part III helps
you manage and administer your solution by leveraging the tools within Cisco Unity. Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions
Guide teaches you all that you need to know about designing, deploying, and managing a sustainable, unified messaging
solution.
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